A RESOLUTION OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF
NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KENTUCKY,
RECOMMENDING THE STUDENT UNION GAME ROOM OFFER MONTHLY
AND/OR SEMESTERLY MEMBERSHIP RATES TO STUDENTS.

WHEREAS: Students using the game room often incur rather extensive expenses, especially
when the cost to play a game can be as much as $4.00 an hour, and

WHEREAS: Chris Tambling, Associate Director of the Student Union and University Center,
expresses that he desires to implement a membership program for the game room, and

WHEREAS: The implementation of a membership program would be beneficial to both the
Student Union and students, as memberships would allow the Student Union to collect funds up-
front as opposed to the current pay-as-you-play policy, and allow students to save money in the
process.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, ON THIS 16th DAY OF APRIL, 2012, THE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION RECOMMENDS THE STUDENT UNION
GAME ROOM OFFER MONTHLY AND/OR SEMESTERLY MEMBERSHIPS TO
STUDENTS.

Signed:  
Dustin Robinson
President, NKU SGA

Signed:  
Ashley Hyden
Senator, NKU SGA